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The high-frequency properties of very pure metals at low temperatures are studied for the 
case in which the collisions between electrons and phonons not accompanied by umklapp 
processes occur with maximum probability. It is shown that these collisions considerably 
change the nature of the skin effect. In particular, a rather broad frequency region appears 
in which the surface impedance depends on the frequency and temperature in an unusual way. 

IN a previous paper, [1] it was noted that purely 
normal collisions between electrons and phonons, 
unaccompanied by umklapp-processes, should take 
place with appreciable probability in certain 
metals, at sufficiently low temperatures, in addi
tion to the scattering of electrons by the various 
statistical defects of the crystalline lattice or 
boundaries of the specimen. It was shown that 
these processes actually lead to an effective in
terelectronic interaction, although the corre
sponding free path length ZN is identical in order 
of magnitude with the electron-phonon length: 

ZN::::::: a(eoi8)(8IT)5 

(a is the lattice constant, Eo is the surface en
ergy, and ® is the Debye temperature). The ef
fect of these normal collisions on the static elec
trical conductivity has been investigated in the 
previous paper. The most significant results were 
obtained for "thin" samples, the thickness d of 
which is small in comparison with the electron 
impurity free path length Zi, but at the same time 
large in comparison with ZN. The electron moves 
in the metal like a Brownian particle, and its ef
fective free path length relative to collisions with 
the boundary is Zeff ""' d2/ZN. 

It is clear that a similar situation can arise 
even in the case of the skin effect, but then the 
role of thickness of the specimen d will be played 
by the thickness of the skin layer o. 

We begin with the formal solution of the prob
lem, although, as will be seen below, the basic 
qualitative results could be obtained from intuitive 
considerations. It is natural to use the hydrody
namic description of electrons in the metal, just 
as was done in [1] 

The complete set of equations has the form 

iwu - eE I m = v~u - u I Tv, 

~E = 4niwj I c2, j = neu. (1) 

Here u ( r) eiwt is the v~locity of ordered motion 
of the electrons; E ( r) e1 wt is the electric field 
intensity; e is the charge, m the mass, n the 
density of the electrons; v = ZNvo is the kinematic 
viscosity, v0 is the velocity on the Fermi surface; 
according to [1], lN = ( 1/15) Zep• where Zep is the 
electron-phonon length which enters into the 
Bloch theory of electric conductivity; Tv = Zv/v0 

is the time of flight for collisions with loss of 
quasimomentum; in what follows, it will be as
sumed that this is a collision with different mi
croscopic defects of the lattice, of the type of 
impurity atoms. For simplicity, the dispersion 
law of the electrons is assumed to be isotropic. 

The applicability of the hydrodynamic approach, 
in addition to the condition ZN « Zv. which we 
shall assume to be satisfied, also requires the 
fulfillment of the inequalities 

(2) 

where TN = ZN/v0 and o is the skin depth. 
As usual, we shall consider the problem of 

normal incidence of a plane electromagnetic wave 
on a metallic half-space. Let the z axis be 
directed into the metal perpendicular to its 
boundary. After elimination of u from the sys
tem (1), we get the following equation for E ( z ): 

E'"' - aE" + i~E = 0, 

where 

The solution of this equation should satisfy the 
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boundary conditions 

E(O) =Eo, E(oo) = E"(oo) = E"(O) = 0, 

where E 0 is the amplitude of the field on the sur
face; the conditions on the second derivatives 
follow from the requirements of the vanishing of 
the velocity u ( z) on the boundary of the specimen 
and at infinity. 

It is not difficult to show that 

E(z) = Eo(-822es,z + 8t2es,z]l (8t2- 822), 

where s 1 and s 2 are the roots of the equation s 4 

- as2 + i(3 = 0, which possess a negative real 
part. The surface impedance is then 

\; = -iwc-1E(O) I E'(O) = -iwc-1 (11 81 + 1 I 82). 

Proceeding to the study of these expressions, 
we first note that wTy « 1. As becomes clear 
from the following, the reverse inequality is not 
possible in practice in the range of frequencies 
considered. We remark that in this case we do 
not need to trouble about the first of the conditions 
(2), since, by assumption, TN « Ty. 

We consider possible limiting cases. 
a) For a 2 » (3 one of the roots, say s 2, is 

much larger than the other and its effect can be 
neglected. Then 

E(z) = Eoexp (8tz), 

8t=-(1+i)bn-1, <'>n=<'>o(2lw-rv)'i•, 

on is the skin depth for the normal skin effect. 
This result is easily understood, since the in
equality a 2 » (3, rewritten in the form Zy 
« o~/ZN, means that an electron diffusing in the 
limits of the skin layer makes many collisions 
with loss of momentum. We note that the second 
of conditions (2) is satisfied since, for lN « Zy, 
it follows from the given inequality that lN « On. 

b) For a 2 « (3, as is easy to show, 

8t = -i82 = -WI•e-i"ts, E(z) = li2Eo(es,z + eis,z). 

Thus, the electric field falls off inside the metal, 
roughly speaking, like exp ( -z/o* ), where the 
effective thickness of the skin layer is 

b* ~ j:l-'1• = ( bo2Dow-1ZN) 'i•. 

The last expression can be obtained by an 
intuitive method similar to that proposed by 
Pippard [2] for the interpretation of the results of 
the theory of the anomalous skin effect. We note 
that the skin depth can always be written in order 
of magnitude in the form 

6,....., 6o/fw-r ~ (mD0/n*e2wl*)'i•, 

if by n* is meant the density of those electrons 
which interact appreciably with the field, and by 
l* the smaller of the following two quantities: the 
path length of the electron in the skin layer and 
the mean free path with loss of momentum Zy. In 
the limits of the hydrodynamic approach we have 
ZN « o, and therefore all electrons play essen
tially the same role, i.e., n*:::::; n. However, it 
follows from the inequality a 2 « (3 that the path 
followed by the electron in the skin layer is 
( o* )2/ZN « Zy, and therefore one must take l * 
"" o2/ZN. Finally we get the equation 

b ~ bo ( DolN I wb2) 'i•, 

from which follows the desired result: o* < Oan· 
The inequalities ZN « o* and a 2 « (3 lead to 

the following limits on the value of ZN: 

bn2 I lv < lN < llan, 

where oan"" (o~v 0/w) 113 is the skin depth for the 
anon1alous skin effect. 

It is eaqy to establish the fact that o* I Oan 
""(ZN/oan) 11 ' i.a., o* < oan· However, upon in
crease in frequency, oan falls off more rapidly 
than o*, and for ZN "" Oan• these quantities coin
cide. Thus, the region considered is directly ad
jacent to the region of the anomalous skin effect 
(in which the hydrodynamic description is obvi
ously unsuitable). 

Finally, we write out the expression for the 
surface impedance in the different frequency re
gions. We denote by w 1 = T;j ( o0/Zv )2 the fre
quency at which a transition takes place from the 
normal to the anomalous skin effect in the ordi
nary case ( Zv "" on ( w1 ) "" 6an ( w1 )). 

For w/w1 « Zy/ZN, the skin effect remains 
normal, 

Wo = c lllo. 

Furthermore, in the region1) Zy/ZN « w/w 1 

« ( Zy/ZN )3, we have 

\;* ~ (Do I c) 't. ( w3't"N I wo2) 'i•ei3" /B. ( 3) 

Finally, for w/w 1 » ( Zy/ZN )3 (or ZN » Oan ), 
the anomalous skin effect takes place: 

San~ (Do I c) 'i• ( w / wo) 'l•ei" 13• 

In these formulas, numerical coefficients of 
the order of unity have been omitted since their 
values are connected with the assumption of iso-

l)We note that this region can be rather broad. Thus, for 
~ = 3 x 10-6 em, lv = 0.1 em, lN = 10-' em and V0 = 108 em/sec, 
102 « w « 106 sec-•. From this estimate, it is evident that the 
inequality wrv « 1 is virtually always satisfied. 
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tropy of the dispersion laws of electrons and 
phonons. It is clear that the order of magnitude of 
the momentum and its dependence on the funda
mental physical parameters remain valid for any 
dispersion law. This assertion also applies to the 
relation between the real and imaginary parts of 
the impedance in the cases of normal and ano
malous skin effects. In the most interesting case 
(3), unfortunately, the ratio of Re t* to Im t* 
depends on the form of the dispersion law of 
electrons and phonons in a very complicated way, 
and therefore the phase factor exp ( i3n/8) ap
parently has no physical meaning. We note that, 
in the general case, the viscosity v is a tensor of 
fourth rank and therefore even for a cubic lattice, 
say, the surface impedance should have tensor 
properties. 

It is evident from what has been pointed out 
above that the normal electron-phonon collisions, 
in the case in which they take place more fre
quently than collisions with loss of momentum, 
considerably change the character of the skin ef
fect in metals. 

In conclusion, we reiterate the fundamental re
sults. 

1. The skin effect remains normal up to much 
higher frequencies than usual. On the other hand, 
the region of the anomalous skin effect is sharply 
cut off in the direction of low frequencies (by 
(Zv/ZN)3). 

2. There is a broad intermediate region of 
frequencies in which the surface impedance de
pends on the frequency in an unusual way, and is 
chiefly a function of the temperature 
( t* ~ w3/4 T-5/4 ). 

3. The dependence of t ( T) has the form shown 

in the drawing. For very low temperatures, 
t = tan and is constant. After transition to the 
intermediate region, the impedance falls off in 
proportion to T- 5/4 • With subsequent increase in 
temperature, the skin effect becomes normal. In 
this region the surface impedance is at first con
stant and then increases with temperature after 
the phonon-phonon umklapp processes are turned 
on. 

The described dependence will be observed for 
frequencies w satisfying the inequalities 

1 ~w/ W! ~ (lv I zu(T!))2, 

where zU ( T) is the free path length of the elec
trons, a length associated with the phonon-phonon 
umklapp processes (see [1]); the temperature T 1 

is determined by the relation zU ( T 1 ) ::::::: ZN ( T 1). 

The author is deeply grateful to M. Ya. Azbel' 
and M. I. Kaganov for discussion of the results of 
the research. 
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